Italy Coast to Coast Cycle
Bicycle Transfer Service
We may be able to provide a door-to-door bicycle transfer for your upcoming trip. This means you could
potentially fly with luggage only, saving you time, money and a lot of effort!

HOW DOES IT WORK?
A bicycle transfer email is sent to the whole group to find out where people would like pickups from. We
then work out a route, date/time slot and a cost for each pickup/dropoff. A couple of days before the trip
begins a More Adventure leader picks up all bicycles, then drives to Italy.
When you arrive at your first hotel, your bicycle will be ready and waiting for you to ride. You do not need
to dismantle your bicycle but we will be removing the pedals for transit (if you’re happy to do this yourself
then great, but don’t worry if you’d prefer us to do it on the pickup day).
At the end of the trip, we’ll load your bicycle back into the support vehicle and drive back to the UK,
dropping them off at the agreed drop-off locations. We will pop the pedals back on so don’t worry about
doing this yourself.

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?
This depends on where you’d like the pickup/dropoff and how many people in the group require the
service. It does however almost always work out cheaper than booking your bicycle onto a plane, hiring a
bike box and dealing with the hassle of getting it all to/from the airport!

BENEFITS TO YOU
●
●
●
●

Save money by not having to take your bicycle on the plane
Save time, money and hassle by not having to transport your bicycle to/from the airport
Travel with luggage only
No need to dismantle your bicycle for a bike box/bag

HOW TO BOOK
Please fill out the transfer form (there’s a link to this in the Trip Confirmation email). We’ll then let you
know if it’s feasible, agree a date and time of the pickup/drop-off, and send an invoice for this service.

Due to logistical constraints, this service is only available for pickups in certain locations in the UK. We will however do our very
best to accommodate your needs.

